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Summary. - The Aleksandrov-Urysohn conjecture about the cardinality of a first countable 
compact spa~ e X is here given an equivalent formulation in terms of a generalized 
Lindel6f condition in the weak topology on X generated by the Baire functions. A num- 
ber of related conditions are shown to be equivalent (without assuming that X is first 
countable); these include tree sequential properties of the pointwise topology on various 
spaces of real-valued functions on X, and the condition that X is dispersed (i.e., has 
no non-void perfect subsets). 

Added in prof  : The Alexandrov- Urysohn conjecture has been generalized and proved 
by A. V. Arhangel'skii (On the cardinality of bicompacta satisfying the first axiom of 
countability, Dokl, Akad. 2Yauk SSSR  187 (1969) (Russian); translated as Soviet Math. 
Dokl. 10 (1969) pp. 951.955), In  his more general theorem the compactness hypothesis is 
weakened to Lindetgf. 

In  1923 ALEXA~DrtOV and URvsoH• [1] asked whether  every first coun- 
table compact (Hausdorff) space has cardinali ty ~< c, the cardinali ty of the 
continuum. Their  still unanswered question can be given an equivalent  for- 
mulation in terms of a generalized LINDELtiF condition on LORCH's :-topology. 
(The :-topology is the weak topology induced by the Baire functions;  see § 1). 
Although almost nothing seems to be known about the circumstances under  
which the ,.-topology satisfies the generalized LIrrDELSF condition, the ordinary 
LINDELifF properts~ for the :-topology has been studied in detai], and there 
is reason to hope that some of these results can be generalized. In  this paper 
the reformulat ion of the ALn~SAZCDRov-UnYsonN problem is given, and con. 
ditions under  whic'h the L-topology has the ordinary LINDELSF property are 
summarized. 

1. P r e l i m i n a r i e s .  - Let R x denote the algebra of all real-valued func- 
tions on a set X, with the algebra operations defined pointwise, and let 
(RX) * be the subalgebra of all bounded functions. If : is one of several topo- 
logies on X, the subalgebra of all (resp. all bounded) "c-continuous functions 
is denoted by C~ (C~*). The sequence f l ,  fz, ... is denoted by (fn). In genera], 
when no indexing set is specified, it is understood to the set h r of positive 
integers. Compact topological spaces are assumed to be HAUSDORFF. 

(*) This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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The algebra of B~IaE functions on the compact space (X, ~) is defined 
as the smallest class of bounded functions containing C~ and closed under  
the operation of taking pointwise limits of sequences.  Basic material  on ]3Ain~ 
functions can be found in Lonc~ [6]. We  summarize briefly some results 
from [6, § 5] that will be needed here. The weak topology on X generated by 
the B~Ian functions is called the ~-topology. Thus the ]3AInn functions form 
a (possibly proper) subalgebra of C*. The zero sets of C~ form a basis for 
tke :-open sets. The ~-topology is of course larger than the ~-topology and 
is a P - space  topology (as defined in [3]). 

On (Rx) * let p denote the usual  pointwise topology, and let t denote the 
largest topotogy in which pointwise convergent sequences are topologically 
convergent.  The t- topology can be described by means of the associated 
K v R ~ o w s K I  closure operator. Let  C denote the class of all pointwise cenver. 
gent sequence pairs (i.e., pairs of the form ((f,), f) where (f,) is a sequence 
in (Rx) * which converges pointwise to f). Then C induces a sequential  clo- 
sure operator on the subsets of (R-~) *. This is not a KvRA~ows~;x closure ope- 
rator because it is not idempotent.  However,  by iteration of this operator, 
one obtains the KvRA~owsi;i closure operator  of the t-topology. A good sum- 
mary of the propert ies of such topologies can be found in [2]. 

If  T is a t-closed subalgebra of (Rx) *, the symbols p and t will also be 
used to denote the respective relative topologies. The above description of 
the t -closure operator remains valid for this relative topology if we replace 
C by its trace on T. l~hus the t -closure of C~ in C* is the set of all BAIRE 
functions. 

This gives rise to an extension of the classical notion of <<BAIRE orders .  
If  S is any subset  of T and f is in t-cl S (in T), then there exists a smal- 
lest ordinal ~ such that f is in the ~-th i terate of the sequential  closure of 
S in T. Then f is said to have ]3AIRn order ~ (write ord f = ~) with respect  
to S; it is also convenient to define ]3AIR~ order of S (ord S) as: sup lord f: 
l e t - c 1  S ! .  Thus a function has a <<BaxRE order>> with respect  to each set 
of which it is a t- l imit  point. 

2. - The re formula t ion  o f  the  Aleksaudrov-Ur~sohn conjecture.  

DEFINITION. -- A topological space is said to be a-LI~I)~L~F (where a is 
an infinite cardinal  number) if every open covering of the space has a sub. 
covering of eardinali ty < a. 

Thus No-LINDEL~JF means LINDEL(JF in the usual sense, and, under  the 
cont inuum hypothesi% R1-LINDI~L~F "-- c--LINDELgS:~. 

THOERE~.- The ALEXANDRov-URYsOHN conjecture is equivalent  to the 
following s tatement:  

If (X, ~) is a first countable compact space, then (X, ~) is C-LINDEL0~. 
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PaooF. - A compact space is first countable iff each point forms a G~ 
set (see for example [4, page 378]). 

But a point forms a G~ set iff it is a zero set [3, 3D]. Thus the condi- 
tion that the ~-topology be first  countable is equivalent  to the condition that 
the :-topology be discrete. (This follows since the ~-zero sets form a basis 
for the :-open sets). On the other hand, a discrete topology is c--LI~'DELY~ 
iff the cardinali ty of the underlying set is _< c. 

3. - When is the  t-topology s0--L~DEL(~F? 

There are a great many conditions which are known to be equivalent  to 
the LINDELt~F property for the t-topology. 

(In this section we write LINDELCiF instead of s0-LINDELSF) 
In  addition to those given here, there are 16 equivalent  conditions in 

[10] and several more in [11]. 
LORCH [5, page 478] has asked which spaces have the property that every 

t-continuous function is a B~InE function. The spaces considered here have 
this property [8, Theorem 2.3], but it is an open question whether  or not 
these conditions are equivalent. 

The following theorem was annonnced in [7]. It  should be noted that 
condition e), that t : p  on C~, does not imply that C~ is first countable. For 
example, the p-topology is not first countable on C(X) when X is the set of 
all ordinals <_ [~ with the order topology. 

For  a different  approach to the question of when the topologies t and p 
coincide, see [11, page 312]. 

TnEORE)X. -- If (X, ~) is compact, then the following are equivalent:  

(X, ~) is LINDELY:~ ~. 

(X, ~) is dispersed. 

(X, ~) does not contain a generalized CA~OR set (as defined in [8. 

a) 

b) 

e) 
page 37]). 

d) 

e) 

f) 

The topologies t and p coincide on C~. 

The topologies t and p coincide on C~. 

The topologies t and p coincide on S, where S is any subalgebra 
and sublattice o[ C~ which distinguishes points and contains the constants. 

g) Every subset of C* has the property that its sequential  closure is 
sequentially closed. 

h) Every uniformly closed subalgebra of C~ which contains the con- 
stants has BAIZE order ~ 1 in C~. 
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Paoo~. - The 
b ~ d ~ e ~ / ~ b ;  

Of these d ~ e  
have already been 

b ~ a :  The 

following implications wi l l  be proved: b ~ a ~ o  ~ b ;  
b ~ g ~ h ~ b .  

~ f  and g ~ h  are trivial; c~b ,  b ~ d ,  b~g ,  and h ~ b  
proved in [8]. 

proof is by induction on ),, the dispersal order of X. 
(Tiffs is defined in [8, page 35]). The proof is trivial if ) ,-" 0, Assume ), ~ 0. 
In order to simply the notation, we assume that X~ consists of a single point, q. 
Since X). is finite, the necessary modification will be apparent.  

Let S = (Affect be a C-open covering of X. There is an element of S, 
call it A~, such that q is in A1. Since the p-zero sets form a basis for the 
~-c)pen sets, there exist U~, ~-clopen neighborhoods of q, such that N U~ C A1. 
Let Fn- - - -X- -  U~. Since S is a :-open covering of Fn and dispersal order  
F~ ~ ~ [8, Lemma 2.t], by the inductive hypothesis there exist elements of 
S, c a l l t h e m A ~ ,  ~ sueh that F, c U~Ak. But --(N~U~)U(UnF~)C A~U C~,kA ~. 
Thus X is ¢-LINDEL~F. 

a ~ c :  Suppose (X, ~) contains a generalized C, t~oR set. We know 
[8, Remarks 3.2] ttat each generalized point is :-clopen in X. But there are 
c such disjoint sets, and their union is :-closed in X. 
Therefore (X, :) is not LI~D~L~r. 

f ~ b :  Suppose X is not ~-dispersed and S satisfies the hypothesis 
of f ) ;  show t =~p on S. From [10, page 214] we know that there is a non-~,ero 
atomless regular  BOISE:5 measure  F on X. We may assume i~(X)--1 and F ~ 0 ;  
write Ff  instead of f fd~.  Since F is atomless and regular,  for each (k, x) in 
N X X there exists U~ a ~-open neighborhood of ,x, such that F(U~) ~ 1/2k. 
We assert that for each (k, x) in N X  X there is a function f(k,~) in S such 
that 0 ~_ f(k,~) < 1, f(~,~)(~c) --- 1, and f(k,~) -- 0 on X - -  Uk. Such functions clearly 
exist in C~; they may be shown to exist in S by generalizing to S the proof 
for C~ (see for example [3, 3.5]). 

Note that the weak S topology is the ~-topology. (The weak S topology 
is H~tvs~)on~ and contained in the ~-topology; since the ~-topology is com- 
pact the inclusion cannot be proper). Thus the desired functions exist in S 
as asserted. 

It  follows that 0~Ff(~,~)-< l/2k. Let i A~!~i denote the family of all ft. 
nite subsets of X. Fix A~; say A~ -- Ix~, ... xk!. Let f~ -- f(~,~,) V ... V f(~,~)) 

k 

(in S). Then F f ~  ~ Ff~,~s)~:k.1/2k---1/2. 

Let G -- tf~ " i ~ I t  C S. To show that t ~ p ,  it suUices to show that e is 
in p - - c l  G and e is not in t - - e l  G (where e denotes the constant function 
1). By choice of I and [~ it is clear tlmt e is in p - - v l  G. But since Ff<_l/2 
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for each f in G, it follows from the LEBES@UE bounded convergence theorem 
that Ff~_ 1/2 for each f i n  t - - e l  G. Since F e ~  1, e is not in t - - e l  G. 
This completes the proof. (*) 
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(*) I t  should be noted that some of the equivalent  conditions in the theorem can be 
reformulated using the terminology of S .P .  FRANKLII~ (spaces in which sequences suffice, 
Fund.  ~Iath. 57 (1965) pp. 107-1t5). The following statements are also equiva lent :  

d') The pointwise topology on C~" is sequential .  

g') The pointwise topology on C~ is FRECIIET. 

Statements similar to d') and g') for C~ and for S, where S is defined as in f), are 
also equivalent.  

Added in proof: The open question mentioned at the beginning of § 3 has been settled 
aff i rmat ively by Dr. JOHN J-AYNE. Thus one further equivalent condition is the following: 

i) E~'ery ~-continuous function is a Baire function. 


